CONSIDER THE VARIETY OF IM-
provements that autonomously navigating vehicles can bring to our future. Semiautomated traffic will dramatically increase throughput on existing highways, reducing our need for financially and environmentally expensive new roadways (as shown by the Nat'l Automated Highway Systems Consortium Demonstration '97). The resulting reduction in commute time will mean a reduction in pollution, and former drivers will be free for more productive tasks. They will also be safer: autonomous vehicle systems or driver-assistance systems will help eliminate accidents caused by fatigue and human error. From the military perspective, sending driverless vehicles onto the battlefield will reduce the risk of human injury. In addition, because such vehicles won't need armor, they will be lighter and faster.
With these benefits in mind, the German and US departments of defense have sponsored the AutoNav program, 1 a joint effort to develop an autonomous vehicle for off-road navigation. This article describes the achievements of the program's first year and the status of the vehicle prototype. Particularly, we focus on the integration of a top-down 4D perception and control architecture with bottom-up pyramid-and horopter-based imageprocessing techniques. Further, we describe our approaches to several of the problems inherent in such a project, which we elaborate in the sidebar, "Technical challenges in autonomous vehicle design."
Combining two approaches
During the past 10 years, one AutoNav participant on the German side, UBM (the University of the Federal Armed Forces, Munich), has developed vision-based, autonomous vehicle navigation systems. [2] [3] [4] UBM's work relies on the 4D approach, 5 incorporating a model of the real world in space (3D) and time (1D) that is continuously refined and updated through recursive estimation techniques. Input consists of visual and other sensor measurements. Two of UBM's testbeds, VaMoRs and VaMP, 2, 4, 6 perform high-speed, robust driving, lane following, lane changing, convoying, and stopping for obstacles in normal traffic scenarios. The general approach to vision processing in the various UBM systems relies on directed extraction and analysis of simple spatial features such as edges, lines, and corners. This approach allows inexpensive image processing and is effective on paved roads and in man-made environments. However, lessstructured and natural environments do not always contain sufficiently distinguishable and unique spatial features for it to work effectively.
During approximately the same 10-year period, Sarnoff Corporation, a US-based AutoNav partner, has developed powerful real-time algorithms and hardware systems for image and scene motion analysis using area-based processing techniques. [7] [8] [9] Sarnoff has developed capabilities for image stabilization, the detection and tracking of multiple moving objects, and the recovery of 3D scene information from stereopsis of motion. [7] [8] [9] [10] Sarnoff's Vision Front End (VFE) 200 image-processing system can currently perform all of these functions at full frame rate (30 frames per second) from a moving vehicle. More importantly, the areabased processing techniques do not require distinguishable spatial features in the image; systems using these techniques perform robustly in natural environments, on unpaved roads, and off road. (See the "Related work" sidebar.) These techniques also operate robustly in unfavorable lighting conditions, where edge-based image processing is prone to failure.
Given the complementary nature of the UBM and Sarnoff efforts, it was natural to consider the benefits of combining the two approaches into a single system. Thus, one of the main motivations behind the AutoNav project was to integrate Sarnoff's area-based vision techniques within UBM's 4D perception and control architecture. AutoNav participants expect such an integrated system to perform as effectively in off-road and unpaved environments as the current UBM systems perform on marked, paved roads. Moreover, by incorporating the recursive estimation of the 4D approach, we can extend Sarnoff's iterative image-processing techniques to use time-integrated, recursively estimated models of the environment.
Phase I of the AutoNav effort involved an initial technology transfer among the partners and a baseline integration of Sarnoff's VFE 100 hardware and software into UBM's 4D perception and control architecture. The partners accomplished these goals on schedule and demonstrated them at the Sarnoff site in October 1997. Figure 1 illustrates the hardware configuration used on the German side of the AutoNav program. The hardware is mounted on the VaMoRs vehicle, a Mercedes-Benz van shown in the top left of Figure 1 . The vehicle's sensors include
Hardware configuration
• inertial sensors, measuring instantaneous acceleration in the current vehicle longitudinal axis (ẍ), lateral axis (ÿ), and vertical direction (z); • angular rate sensors, measuring instantaneous rotational velocities around the three coordinate axes x, y, and z; these correspond to roll (φ ⋅ ), pitch (θ ⋅ ), and yaw (ψ ⋅ );
• odometric measurements such as distance traveled, current speed (ν) and steering angle (λ); these are based on shaft encoders; and • a GPS unit giving global location (not used in phase I).
The vehicle also has actuators to control 
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Technical challenges in autonomous vehicle design
• Software architecture. The system must allow for a diverse set of sensors, vehicle dynamics, and driving scenarios. The software also must interface to many different hardware components (sensors, actuators, display devices). In addition, all software must meet the real-time requirements of the vehicle dynamics.
• Control architecture. The system must arbitrate between multiple competing control laws. For example, it must be able to perform ad hoc obstacle avoidance while maintaining long-term trajectory following.
• Perception. The key problem for an intelligent system is the acquisition of reliable and precise information about the current situation. This includes information about the vehicle's self-motion (ego-motion) as well as about its position and velocity relative to the ground and other objects. Ego-motion can be measured easily with a combination of odometry, inertial sensors, and GPS, but the determination of the vehicle's state relative to other objects and their geometry is much more difficult. Vision systems have already proven their special aptitude for this kind of task-for example, in the determination of road curvature-but in the past these advantages over other sensors were associated with enormous costs and latencies. As a result, cheaper, faster, but less suitable sensors have been preferred until now.
• Multisensor fusion. Most successful systems involve multiple sensor modalities such as vision, odometry, inertial sensors, and GPS. A major challenge in the development of autonomous systems is the integration of information from all these sensors to form a coherent, current, and dynamic representation of the rapidly changing environment, to allow effective control.
• Cost. Traditionally, the requirements of computing performance and communication bandwidth could only be satisfied by expensive, custom-made hardware. Hence, high costs have been a major barrier for the market introduction of vision systems in automobiles.
• Robustness. Autonomous vehicles should operate robustly in inclement weather, inferior lighting conditions, and rough terrain.
acceleration, braking, and steering. During autonomous navigation, commands are sent to these actuators at 25 Hz from a Transputer cluster. Another cluster controls the active pan-and-tilt camera carrier. A control loop implemented on the Transputers stabilizes the camera carrier at a rate of 500 Hz based on angular-rate sensor data. Superimposed on the stabilization commands are commands from the embedded PC network, which redirects the gaze direction of the camera system according to the current state of the vehicle and its perceived environment.
The PC network performs all high-level modeling of the environment. When the system is in autonomous mode, the network also issues acceleration, braking, and steering commands at a rate of 25 Hz to the vehicle control loop, hosted on the first Transputer cluster. The directed-perception control loop consists of the PC network, the second Transputer cluster, the active camera carrier, and the image-processing hardware-in this case, Sarnoff's VFE 100, a real-time multiresolution image-processing engine.
The active-perception loop's basic operation is as follows: Based on the vehicle's current state and on the current internal representation of the world, the PC network redirects the camera carrier to point at regions in the world that require attention. The PC network also sends commands to the VFE 100, directing it to perform image processing on certain regions of the images obtained from the cameras. The PC network has control over the type of image processing performed, the location of regions of interest, the resolution to work with, and so on. The image-processing subsystem sends the measurements it obtains back to the PC network, which uses them to update several recursive estimation filters. The resulting values of the state variables represent the updated model of the environment. The PC network then uses this refined model to redirect the cameras' gaze and to modify the image-processing parameters. In this way, the active-perception loop cycles.
This hardware configuration has two important advantages:
• The system is easily reconfigurable, so that we can update hardware. For example, in future AutoNav phases, we will replace the VFE 100 with the much more powerful VFE 200, which will process imagery at least an order of magnitude faster.
• All control and image-processing algorithms are independent of the hardware, so that we can implement new algorithms without altering the hardware configuration. Figure 2 illustrates the software configuration used during phase I. The various software modules interact as follows:
Software configuration
• The scene manager module initiates a message-passing system (MPS), which all software modules use for socket-based communication on the PC network, and which operates as a gateway to the Transputer cluster. The heterogeneous computer system automatically starts, manages, and terminates all necessary processes via the MPS.
• The scene manager creates a database that represents the current model of the real world. 
Related work
Several researchers have examined the problem of autonomous traversal of rugged terrain. Examples include research conducted under the ALV (Autonomous Land Vehicle) program, 1 the Unmanned Ground Vehicle programs, 2,3 and several Japanese programs. 4 Many of these projects, however, did not use passive image processing as the primary sensor. Autonomous navigation programs that use stereo vision as the primary sensing modality include those reported by Larry Matthies 5 and George Giralt and Laurence Boissier. 6 • The gaze-control server sends pan-and-tilt control commands via a Transputer link to the active camera carrier to redirect gaze. It also communicates the current pan-andtilt shaft encoder readings back to the scene manager. A man-machine interface (MMI in Figure 2 ) for the gaze-control server allows the user to exert straightforward, direct control of gaze direction.
• Similarly, the vehicle-control server accesses all actuators and sensors on the vehicle, while the vehicle MMI allows direct control of the vehicle.
• Simulators for the vehicle, the sensors, and the active camera carrier are available for instances where the real hardware is unavailable.
• The VFE server module communicates directly with the VFE 100 image-processing hardware. In the current implementation, the VFE server forwards desired regions of interest from clients to the VFE 100.
• In response, the VFE 100 provides stereo data for these regions. (Later in the article, we describe the nature of the VFE 100's computation.) • Finally, the estimator process for the 3D surface-3DS estimator, a client of the VFE server-fuses vehicle sensory data with image-processing data to recursively update the ego-state and the model of the terrain in front of the vehicle. (We describe the model-based interpretation approach later in the article.)
The scene manager also has access to a hard disk, where it stores sensory data and states of the world model, and from which it retrieves sensory data from previous runs. This ability to retrieve previously recorded real data and synchronize it with the current video frame is a very powerful development tool. It is especially useful in efforts such as AutoNav, where the collaborating parties are thousands of miles apart but both need real data for development.
In our case, we recorded a few hours of actual stereo video with a time stamp encoded in the analog signal. We stored on disk a corresponding file containing time-stamped sensory data. During development, we played back the analog video and fed it into the VFE 100. The VFE read the time stamp and transmitted it to the scene manager, which in playback mode is also a client of the VFE server. The scene manager, in turn, accessed the database for that particular time stamp and retrieved the prerecorded sensory data. It fed the recorded vehicle sensory data into the 3DS estimator, which predicted and specified the regions of interest in the next stereo images for the VFE to process. The VFE then examined these regions of interest and returned the required disparity data to the 3DS estimator for the update of the terrain model.
In this way, development on real data could continue even in the absence of the vehicle itself. Indeed, one of our accomplishments for AutoNav's phase I was effectively duplicating the development environment without building actual hardware on both sides of the Atlantic. In fact, the first-year demonstration took place in the US at Sarnoff, while the vehicle resided in Germany at UBM.
Terrain estimation
Our system employs a clothoid-based model of the terrain and extended Kalman filters to recursively estimate the parameters of the clothoids over time.
Clothoid model for off-road terrain. Consider a ribbon in space, corresponding to the locus of contact points of a wheel along an anticipated trajectory. In this work, we consider two such ribbons, or tracks, one for each front wheel (see Figure 3 ). Consider also a Cartesian coordinate system (x t , y t , z t ) whose origin moves with the vehicle, is centered between the two tracks, and is oriented such that the x t axis points in the direction of travel and the z t axis forms the vector normal to the ground. With respect to this coordinate system, we can model each track's vertical profile separately with a set of parameters covering a certain longitudinal range. With-
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IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS . out loss of generality, we will restrict the following explanations to the description of the right front wheel track r. One approach to parameterizing the vertical profile consists of superposing multiple differential-geometric models with different scales. 11 In phase I of the AutoNav program, we used the lowest-level 0 geometric model. This model consists of multiple coupled clothoid segments. Each segment j is represented by the set of parameters v j = (L, c 0h , c 1h , c 0v , c 1v , b 0 
Here, L is the segment arc length measured along a low-frequency component (for example, the lowest geometrical level). The segment's lateral shape is represented by c 0h and c 1h , corresponding to the feedforward control law for steering (steering angle λ, temporal steering rate λ ⋅ ) of the vehicle traveling with velocity v. Similarly, c 0v and c 1v are vertical curvature parameters modeling the height profile of the terrain. The last geometric parameter is the width b 0 of the clothoid segment. We derive this parameter by multiplying the wheel width by a scale factor. Figure 3 illustrates this representation. Because each track description is independent, we can easily extend the number of tracks to cover multiple potential trajectories. In the limit, we can cover the entire surface in front of the vehicle.
In the context of this representation, the principal function of a controllable stereo image-processing module is to provide robust and reliable depth information regarding points along these tracks. The 3DS estimator directs the vision module to the image locations of these ribbons. In turn, the directed stereo module provides measurements used to recursively refine and update the models of the tracks, so that the system can predict future image locations of the tracks. Figure 4 diagrams this recursive estimation cycle of clothoid parameters. The (unknown) features of the world project onto the image plane of two stereo cameras. Directed stereo processing determines the depths of several salient points in the image. The image coordinates and the corresponding depth are reprojected into the 3D world coordinate system. The 3DS estimator feeds the resulting 3D locations of the salient points into an extended Kalman filter (EKF in Figure 4 ) and uses them to update the clothoid parameters representing the tracks. Using knowledge about vehicle dynamics, velocity, and the feedforward steering-control law, the 3DS estimator exploits the model to predict where the salient points will be relative to the vehicle in the next time cycle. A projective transformation converts these 3D points into image regions of interest, which the stereo module uses for direction during the next cycle.
Estimation cycle.
Directed stereo processing
The left-hand portion of Figure 5 shows the hardware configuration for image processing. A single VFE 100 comprises two 9U-VME boards with special-purpose hardware to construct image pyramids, perform image correlations, and warp images, all in real time. The AutoNav project required a dual VFE 100, consisting of a pair of such boards-VFE A and VFE B in Figure 5 . The system uses the two VFEs for horopter alignment and residual stereo processing.
Horopter extraction. In the processing of stereo images, a point in space undergoes a shift between its projections in the left and right images. This effect is most easily illustrated by holding one's finger in front of NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1998 61 . one's face, and alternately closing one's left and right eyes. The finger appears to shift relative to the background scene. The amount of shift is known as the disparity of the finger. Stereo processing is the measurement of the disparities of all points in a scene. In the case of the ground in front of a vehicle, the range of disparities involved is large. Objects on the ground in front of the vehicle have large disparities, whereas more distant objects have smaller disparities. Performing stereo analysis over such a large search range of disparities is both computationally expensive and prone to errors. Moreover, processing the raw stereo images produces depths of objects with respect to the camera coordinate system. This is not very useful information for determining the vertical profile of a track with respect to the ground plane.
The idea of analyzing stereo images with respect to a horopter, defined as a reference hyperplane, was introduced by Peter Burt, Lambert Wixson, and Garbis Salgian: 8 Any point lying on the horopter is assigned disparity 0. Disparities of all other points correspond to offsets with respect to the horopter. In this work, we analyze stereo images with respect to a horizontal horopter aligned with the ground plane. In other words, we transform the original stereo images into images in which points lying on the ground plane have zero disparity.
To determine the parameters of this transformation, let M be an arbitrary 3 × 3 matrix. Let (x, y, 1) T denote the homogeneous coordinates of a point in image I, and let (x′, y′, 1) T denote a point in another image I′. Denote the gray-level value of I at location (x, y, 1)
A subset of all linear transformations is the set of affine transformations, for which the third row of M is (0, 0, 1). Affine transformations include all transformations consisting of image translation, rotation, scaling, shearing, and combinations thereof. We can show that if all the points in an image lie on a flat plane in space, then an affine transformation suffices to transform an image into its stereo partner. Conversely, the "best" affine transformation between two stereo images corresponds to the "best"-fitting ground plane through the data points.
Our implementation uses VFE A to find the least-squares affine between each successive stereo pair. Once it has found this affine, a piece of electronic hardware called the warper transforms one of the stereo images to look like the other. Any residual disparity corresponds to a protrusion perpendicular to the ground plane. In addition, the affine itself provides useful information regarding the position of the ground plane. Figure 6 illustrates the advantage of horopter alignment preprocessing. Figure 6c , the difference image without alignment, shows the wide range of disparities. Searching over this large range would not only be computationally intensive, but would also result in a high rate of mismatches. Furthermore, depth measurements with respect to the camera coordinate system are not as meaningful as those with respect to the ground plane. Moreover, on a moving vehicle, the camera coordinate system is jostled substantially with respect to the ground as the vehicle rocks, pitches, and sways. An alignment step allows the algorithm to dynamically adapt to these motions. Figure 6d , the difference image after affine alignment, shows the obstacle clearly.
Stereo processing.
Once VFE A has found the least-squares affine alignment between the stereo images, VFE B performs correlation-based stereo matching to find residual deviations of the terrain from the ground plain. (Burt, Wixson, and Salgian report details regarding this approach to stereo processing. 8 ) For real-time performance, our system pipelines the image stream so that while VFE A is extracting the horopter from the stereo pair at time t, VFE B is simultaneously performing stereo matching on the images from time (t − 1).
Results
Figures 7 and 8 are example frames being processed by the directed stereo module. The The left stereo image displays each of these commanded windows outlined with a white rectangle. To indicate the quality of the processed results, the right image depicts each reliably computed corresponding window with its location and deformed shape. The absence of a window in the right image indicates low confidence in the correspondence match.
We then combine the disparity induced by the affine transformation for the horopter with the residual disparities of the windows in the stereo image pair. Figure 7 shows the resulting bar charts of total disparity beside the stereo image pairs, with a separate bar chart for each wheel track. Because image disparity is inversely proportional to physical distance from the camera, large disparity values correspond to close points (windows near the bottom of the images). The system uses these measurements to compute the 3D distance of the wheel tracks at discrete sample points. Figure 7a shows a scene with a flat, patterned garage driveway directly in front of the vehicle. VFE B has successfully established correspondences for all windows on the brick foreground. This is in spite of the repetitive image texture in the horizontal direction, which is problematic for most correlation-based matching techniques. The upper two windows of each track fall on the garage door. The faint vertical image structure from the door in the windows for the left track allows VFE B to calculate disparities. In contrast, the total lack of such texture for the windows on the right track precludes successful matching.
The constant gradient of both bar charts in Figure 7a indicates a flat ground plane up to the last two measurements on the left track. The gradient's angle is related to the angle between the ground plane and the optical axis of the stereo cameras. By changing the perspective conditions through a reduction in camera carrier tilt, we obtain the snapshots in Figure 7b . The discontinuity in the vertical profile caused by the garage door is now clearly visible in the bar chart for the left track. Our clothoidal model for terrain estimation takes such effects into account with its independent chain of segments for each track.
The system in the VaMoRs testbed took the snapshots presented in Figure 8 during a ride over a test track at UBM. This section of the trajectory leads straight through a meadow toward a bump with an asphalt spot on top as shown in Figure 8a . The system successfully computes disparities in real time for all directed stereo measurements on both wheel tracks. The nonlinear character of the bar charts indicates that the vertical profile that the autonomous vehicle will drive over is not flat. Forward motion of a few meters leads to the view shown in Figure 8b . Because the vehicle is approaching the bump, all disparity values have increased substantially, indicating that the ground surface is much closer to the cameras than in Figure 8a .
The vehicle took the last snapshot in this series, Figure 8c , at the moment when the front wheels were on top of the bump. At this position, the angle between the optical axis of the stereo cameras and the ground plane is more acute. This results in a sharper drop-off rate in disparity values because the top portion of the stereo images corresponds to a further look-ahead distance.
The snapshot in Figure 8c tances, the depth resolution of the stereomatching process was insufficient to discern the depression. The depth resolution is a function of the cameras' focal length (8 mm in this case), the baseline of the standard stereo setup (24 cm), and the size of the input images (160 × 120 pixels). We could improve depth resolution by two methods:
• Increase the image sizes, with a corresponding increase in depth resolution. To simultaneously maintain real-time processing rates, we would have to address the computational requirements of increased image sizes.
• Use lenses with larger focal lengths. This would result in a narrower field of view.
To cover the full field of regard, the cameras would therefore have to be mounted on a carrier with highly dynamic, active fixation control mechanisms.
The AutoNav participants are currently addressing both of these approaches.
DURING 1997, THE AUTONAV PROgram accomplished several major steps toward an integration of Sarnoff's area-based image processing with UBM's 4D perception and control architecture. In the near future, we will port the current imageprocessing algorithms to the new VFE 200, shown in Figure 9 . We also plan to fully exploit the capabilities of the highly dynamic camera carrier to achieve active fixation on regions of interest. The VFE 200 is approximately two orders of magnitude faster than the VFE 100, which we used during AutoNav's first phase. To this point in the 1998 phase, we have ported correlation-based stereo processing to the VFE 200 with significant improvements. Processed image sizes have increased by a factor of four, from 160 × 120 pixels to 360 × 240 pixels. Simultaneously, processing rates have increased by a factor of three, from 10 Hz to 30 Hz. Depth resolution has increased correspondingly. We plan to conduct a quantitative analysis of performance.
With this new level of image-processing power on the VFE 200, we are aiming for offroad autonomous navigation at speeds up to 10 mph in more complex environments. In addition, we will refine and extend the current stereo-processing algorithm to include temporally integrated stereo (TIS). The capability of active fixation will greatly enhance the quality of the depth measurements. First, active fixation will allow the vehicle to use lenses with narrower fields of view, because it will greatly reduce the motion blur usually associated with highzoom lenses. In addition, active fixation will offer many views of the same region of interest, greatly enhancing the benefit of TIS.
